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Review
Most prior research on the neurobiology of addiction has
focused on the role of subcortical systems, such as the
amygdala, the ventral striatum and mesolimbic dopa-
mine system, in promoting the motivation to seek drugs.
Recent evidence indicates that a largely overlooked
structure, the insula, plays a crucial part in conscious
urges to take drugs. The insula has been highlighted as a
region that integrates interoceptive (i.e. bodily) states
into conscious feelings and into decision-making pro-
cesses that involve uncertain risk and reward. Here, we
propose a model in which the processing of the inter-
oceptive effects of drug use by the insula contributes to
conscious drug urges and to decision-making processes
that precipitate relapse.

Evidence for the role of the insula in addiction
Addiction to drugs of abuse is a major public health con-
cern. By itself, cigarette smoking, the most common addic-
tive behavior, is the largest preventable cause of morbidity
and mortality in the developed world [1]. Drug addiction is
a mental disorder characterized by the compulsive use of
drugs that persists despite awareness of negative con-
sequences [2]. Underlying addiction is a set of physiological
and psychological processes, such as tolerance, withdra-
wal, learning, incentive motivation, conscious urges and
maladaptive decision making, that have distinct yet com-
plimentary roles in the development and maintenance of
addiction.

The insular cortex, or insula, is of particular interest in
the study of drug addiction because of its probable role in
conscious urges to take drugs. Many functional imaging
studies have revealed activation of the insula during drug
urges, although none of these studies has focused on the
insula specifically. Many of these studies have shown that
activity within the insula is correlated with the subjects’
ratings of urge (Table 1). This indicates that the insula has
a role in the generation of the conscious feeling of urge.
However, these studies merely demonstrate correlation of
insula activity with conscious urges; they do not prove a
causal role for the insula in conscious urges – a limitation
common to many functional imaging studies. Also,
although it seems self-evident that conscious urges should
have an important role in promoting drug dependence,
some authors (e.g. [3–5]) have argued that conscious
urges are less important than implicit (i.e. non-conscious)
motivational processes for driving ongoing drug use in a
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dependent individual. Thus, it is necessary to ask the
question of whether the insula (and the conscious urges
that might depend upon this region) are necessary for
maintaining the addiction to drugs of abuse.

More recent studies have examined how executive func-
tionsmediated by the insulamight play a part in addiction.
Paulus and colleagues [6–8] have shown that a high level of
activity in the insula during a simple decision-making task
is associated with relapse to methamphetamine use, indi-
cating that dysfunction of the insula underlies some of the
abnormal decisionmaking that leads to continued drug use
in the face of negative consequences. The idea that insula
dysfunction underlies drug addiction is also supported by a
study showing that chronic cocaine users have reduced
grey:white matter ratios in the insula [9]. This finding is of
note also because of the well-known increase in prevalence
of cigarette smoking among schizophrenics, who also have
a reduction in insular grey matter [10]. It remains to be
seenwhether these observed abnormalities in insula struc-
ture reflect a strengthening of processes that promote
ongoing drug use (e.g. urges), a weakening of processes
that prevent ongoing drug use (e.g. decision-making func-
tions that avert relapse) or both.

We explicitly addressed the role of the insula in addiction
in a recent study [11] in which we examined the effects of
insula lesions in addicted smokers. We examined smoking
addiction because of its prevalence and public health
importance, in addition to the ready availability of smokers
among the population of individuals with stroke. We com-
pared 19 smokers who sustained damage in the insula with
50 smokers who sustained damage in other brain areas,
retrospectively assessing changes in their smokingbehavior
after suffering from brain damage. We found that smokers
with brain damage involving the insula were >100 times
more likely than smokers with brain damage not involving
the insula to undergo a ‘disruption of smoking addiction’,
characterized by the ability to quit smoking easily, immedi-
ately, without relapse and without a persistence of the urge
to smoke. In one case, this disruption of addiction after
insula damage was so profound as to lead one patient to
proclaim that his ‘body forgot the urge to smoke’. This study
wasnotable because itprovided thefirst evidence inhumans
that a specific brain regionplayeda crucial part inaddiction,
although it was limited in that it examined disruption of
addiction retrospectively and looked only at a single drug of
abuse. More importantly, perhaps, this study drew atten-
tion to a brain region that had been largely ignored in the
drug addiction literature up until that point.
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Table 1. Functional imaging studies demonstrating activity in the insula during drug urgesa

Drug Insula OFCb ACC DLPFC Amygdala VS HF Refs

Cigarettes L L L,R Lc No activity No activity No activity [129]

Cigarettes L R No activity Lc L,R L,R L,R [130]

Cigarettes Lc,Rc Lc,Rc L,R Lc,Rc L No activity No activity [131]

Cigarettes Lc,Rc No activity Lc,Rc Lc No activity No activity No activity [115]

Cigarettes L,R No activity Lc,Rc Lc,Rc No activity No activity No activity [132]

Cigarettes R L L R No activity No activity No activity [133]

Cigarettes Rc Rc Rc Rc Rc Rc Lc,Rc [134]

Cocaine L No activity R No activity L,R R No activity [135]

Cocaine Lc Lc No activity Rc Lc No activity No activity [136]

Cocaine Lc,Rc Lc,Rc L No activity L,R R No activity [137]

Cocaine L,Rc Lc,Rc No activity No activity No activity No activity No activity [138]

Cocaine R No activity L L,R No activity No activity No activity [139]

Cocaine R No activity L,R L No activity No activity No activity [140]

Alcohol L,R Lc,Rc Lc,R No activity No activity Lc,R L [141]

Alcohol L,R No activity L L No activity No activity No activity [142]

Heroin L L L,R No activity No activity No activity No activity [143]
aAll are studies of cue-induced urges, except Ref. [134], which is a study of abstinence-induced urges.
bAbbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; HF, hippocampal formation; L, left; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; R, right; VS, ventral

striatum.
cIndicates correlation with self-reported urges. Note that activity in the insula is frequently correlated with subjective urges. Also note the paucity of activation in subcortical

structures, which indicates that conscious urges mediated by the insula might be dissociable from processes mediated by these subcortical regions.
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This finding was quickly corroborated by a study in rats
[12] showing that inactivation of the insula by focal injec-
tion of the local anesthetic lidocaine disrupts amphet-
amine-conditioned place preference. In the conditioned
place-preference paradigm, the animals were required to
choose between entering a white room where amphet-
amine was delivered or a black room where saline was
delivered. Rats initially preferred the black room because a
darker environment provides a greater sense of safety from
predators. Over time, the animals came to prefer the white
(amphetamine-paired) room, presumably because of expli-
cit knowledge about the relationship between a specific
action (entering the white room) and its outcome (receiving
a dose of amphetamine). Because of the conditions of the
experiment, this also meant that the animals had to choose
between obtaining a drug under perceived risk and receiv-
ing no drug under perceived safety. This preference for the
amphetamine-paired environment was then abolished by
injection of lidocaine into the insula. Once the lidocaine
wore off, the rats once again preferred the amphetamine-
paired environment.

The functional imaging data, together with the lesion
and inactivation findings in humans and rats, provide
evidence that (i) the insula is necessary for the explicit
motivation to take drugs (e.g. conscious drug urges), (ii)
this function is common across drugs of abuse and (iii)
explicit motivation is an important factor in promoting
drug addiction. These findings, which in many ways raise
more questions than they answer, provide a strong impetus
to further explore the functions of the insula in addiction.
Doing so requires a theoretical framework that integrates
our current understanding of the functions of the insula
with our knowledge of the psychological processes that
underlie drug addiction.

Anatomy and function of the insula: a historical
perspective
The term ‘insula’ was coined by Johann Christian Reil who
described an island of cortex (insula is Latin for island) in
the depth of the cerebral mantle situated between the
2

banks of the Sylvian fissure. The insula has been divided
into various subregions based upon both anatomical con-
nectivity and cytoarchitectonic features [13–17]. The more
posterior, granular regions of the insula, which receive
inputs from the thalamus, in addition to parietal, occipital
and temporal association cortices, have been ascribed a
role in somatosensory, vestibular and motor integration.
The more anterior, agranular regions, which have recipro-
cal connections to ‘limbic’ regions, such as the anterior
cingulate cortex, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the
amygdala and the ventral striatum, have been ascribed a
role in the integration of autonomic and visceral infor-
mation into emotional and motivational functions.

The chemoarchitecture of the insula, especially the
anterior, agranular insula, supports its role in motivation,
emotion and addiction. The agranular insula receives
strong dopaminergic innervation [18] and contains a high
density of D1 dopamine receptors [19]. Dopaminergic func-
tion in the agranular insula might mediate some of the
rewarding effects of drugs of abuse in addition to neural
plasticity that underlies the development of addiction. The
agranular insula also contains a high concentration of
endogenous opioids [18] and a high density of m-opioid
receptors [20], which might play a part in pain modulation
and the rewarding effects of some drugs of abuse. The
agranular insula also contains a high density of type 1
corticotropin-releasing hormone receptors [21], which
might have a role in stress-relatedmotivation to take drugs
of abuse [22] and to which antagonists have recently been
developed [23]. Given the important role that corticotropin-
releasing hormones have in alcohol intake [24,25], target-
ing these receptors can have therapeutic potential for
addiction. Thus, the rich chemoarchitecture of the insula
provides several potential targets for pharmacological
manipulation of its function.

Early lesion studies on the functions of the insula
ascribed a role in language [26]. Although scientists of
the late 19th and early 20th century included the insula,
especially the left anterior insula, as part of the anterior
language system because of the relationship between
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lesions there and symptoms of aphasia, later authors
argued that aphasia was secondary to disruption of associ-
ation fibers surrounding the insula that later became
known as the arcuate fasciculus (for review, see Ref.
[27]). More recent functional imaging studies point to a
role for the left anterior insula in language, in particular
the motor aspects of speech production (for review, see Ref.
[28]).

Early studies also implicated the insula in gustation.
Unpleasant taste experiences, along with gastric sen-
sations, have been described in patients with epileptic
seizures arising close to the insula [26,29]. Later anatom-
ical [30] and physiological [31,32] studies have demon-
strated that the insula, in particular its opercular
aspect, is the primary taste cortex. Lesion studies in
humans have shown effects on taste recognition after
posterior insula lesions [33,34]. Lesion studies in rodents
have demonstrated a role for the agranular insula in work-
ing memory for taste [35,36] and in conditioned taste
aversion [37,38], in which the animal learns to avoid a
previously palatable taste after it becomes associated with
a stimulus that causes sickness or malaise. Dopaminergic
function within this region has been found to play a
particular part in this type of learning [39]. Related to
conditioned taste aversion is the experience of disgust.
Lesion studies in humans [40] and functional imaging
studies [37] have shown the insula to be involved in both
the experience of disgust and the recognition of disgust in
others.

Similar to its role in taste, the insula is the primary
thalamorecipient cortex for general visceral sensation (i.e.
sensation arising from the internal organs including the
gut, the airway and the cardiovascular system) [41,42].
More recent studies have elaborated on these functions of
the insula, and several functional imaging studies have
shown that the insula is activated by a variety of visceral
stimuli, including changes in cardiovascular function
[43,44], stimulation of the gastrointestinal tract [45–48]
and stimulation of the upper airway [49]. In addition,
electrical stimulation of the insula leads to changes in
cardiovascular function [50,51] indicating that this region
has visceral motor functions in addition to visceral sensory
functions.

Studies in the late 1980s indicated that the insula is
linked to the asymbolia for pain in six patients [52],
characterized by the lack of an emotional response to
painful stimuli. Perhaps this is the first hint that the insula
might be involved in the emotional and/or motivational
experience of pain. However, this role in emotionwas never
emphasized. Subsequent studies have emphasized the role
the insula has in pain processing, with functional imaging
studies indicating a role in representing the sensory or
discriminative aspects of pain [53,54] and memory for pain
[55].

Given its anatomy and connections, the insula also has a
role in the processing of certain forms of somatic sensation.
These functions were more recently examined with func-
tional imaging studies, which have shown that this region
is activated by thermal stimuli; the activity in the posterior
insula contralateral to the side of the thermal stimulus is
related to stimulus properties and activity in the right
anterior insula (irrespective of the side of stimulation) is
related to the conscious perception of the stimulus [56,57].
The insula has also been implicated in the processing of
certain kinds of sensual touch [58] and itch [59].

Synthesizing much of this work, Craig [56] tied the
myriad sensory functions of the insula under the unifying
concept of interoception. Interoception, according to Craig,
is the neural mapping of bodily states that have special
relevance for the maintenance of homeostatis. Pain,
temperature, taste, visceral sensation, inflammation, itch
and sensual touch all signal that a change in the state of
the body has occurred that will either promote or impede
survival. These bodily states all have hedonic value; they
are all associated with distinct subjective qualities that are
either pleasant or unpleasant. They are distinct from
somatic sensations, such as joint-position sense or discri-
minative touch, which do not possess inherent hedonic
value. Using detailed anatomical tracing techniques, Craig
and his colleagues have shown that interoceptive states
are signaled in the brain through a specialized channel
that begins with specific peripheral nerve fibers that
synapse on dedicated spinal and brainstem pathways
and project to the insula via specific thalamic relays
[60,61]. Craig has proposed [56,62] that serial processing
of interoceptive information occurs within the insula, with
a progression from posterior or dorsal regions to anterior
ventral regions, culminating in the right anterior insula
where conscious awareness of interoceptive stimuli arises.
This has been corroborated by functional imaging evidence
showing that both the activity and structure of the right
anterior insula are related to the ability to detect one’s
heartbeat [43].

Thus, despite several decades of studies on the insula
and its functions, it was only in the early 1990s that the
notions of conscious emotional experience and feeling
began to be attributed to the insula [63]. According to
Damasio [64], the right insula, along with right somato-
sensory cortices, are crucial for subjective emotional feel-
ings because of their role in mapping the bodily states that
are elicited by emotions. This was a neurobiological for-
mulation of the ideas of James [65] and was a precursor to
the ideas of Craig [56]. Damasio also proposed an ‘as if’
representation of bodily states, in which representations of
previously experienced bodily states are evoked in regions
such as the insula as if they’ve arisen in the body, even
though they have not. This is the recall of interoceptive
memory. Damasio’s theory of conscious feeling went
further to place the insula within a network of regions
that trigger bodily states (e.g. the amygdala and ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex), map bodily states (e.g. the insula
and somatosensory cortices in addition to regions within
the brainstem and hypothalamus) and represent the
relationship between changes in the bodily state and the
objects that elicited them (e.g. the anterior cingulate cor-
tex) [64]. In Damasio’s model, the insula serves an explicit
(i.e. available to consciousness) representation of the bodily
states that are elicited by emotionally competent stimuli.
This representation gives rise to an emotional feelingwhen
it is integrated with representations of objects or events
that elicited the bodily states. By this process, feelings are
not merely the conscious awareness of sensations arising
3
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from the body but complex experiences that lend meaning
to objects and events in the world. Since its inception, this
model has been substantiated by several functional ima-
ging studies showing that this ‘feeling network’, which
includes the insula, is activated by a variety of subjective
emotional states including primary emotions such as fear,
anger, happiness and sadness (see the meta-analysis in
Ref. [66]) and desire states such as hunger [67–69], thirst
[70,71], sexual arousal [72–74] and drug urges (Table 1).

The psychology and neurobiology of addiction: a
historical perspective
Various models have been applied to the phenomenon of
impulsive and compulsive drug use, but most emphasize
one of two possibilities. The first attributes drug motiv-
ation, especially with drugs that produce physical depen-
dence such as opioids, to the need to alleviate the
withdrawal-distress resultant from a previous history of
drug use [75]. The other incentive possibility stresses drug-
like rather than drug-withdrawal states as the most
powerful instigator of drug use and that drug motivation
occurs in the absence of withdrawal and independent of
any past drug history [76,77]. The view that withdrawal
and physical dependence are the prime instigators of drug
intake was challenged by an incentive motivational view
[76,77] for several reasons. First, the withdrawal view did
not explain why drug self-administration gets established
in initially non-dependent humans [78] and animals
[76,79]. Second, proponents of the incentive view argued
that the self-administration of drugs usually occurs when
the drug stimulus is still present in the brain rather than
when the last drug injection is fully metabolized and the
withdrawal condition is fully established [76].

Although the evidence that withdrawal and physical
dependence are not necessary conditions for drugs to be
sought is substantial [76,77], the possibility that with-
drawal might be a sufficient condition for the maintenance
of drug administration in physically dependent subjects
has never been ruled out [80–82]. Thus, more contempor-
ary models of addiction have attempted to reconcile both
views by proposing that, although drug seeking might
begin through incentive mechanisms, chronic drug use
can lead to tolerance to the acute incentive properties of
drugs and the primary determinants of continued drug use
become the avoidance or termination of drug abstinence
[82].

Today, there is a wide scientific consensus that the
reinforcing effects of nearly all drugs of abuse are attrib-
uted to their ability to stimulate the release of dopamine
from neurons arising from the brainstem ventral tegmen-
tal area [4,77,82–88]. Historically, the first proposal of a
unique relationship between dopamine and reward was
provided in 1982 byWise [89] who implicated dopamine, as
opposed to other catecholamines (especially noreadrena-
line), in reward processes. The literature from that era
clearly demonstrates that the dopaminergic projection to
the nucleus accumbens (the mesolimbic dopamine system)
is the one that has the most important role in the reward
derived from drugs of abuse (e.g. psychostimulants)
[77,90]. It was also recognized at the time that the abuse
potential of drugs of abuse (e.g. opiates, alcohol, nicotine,
4

caffeine, barbiturates, benzodiazepines, cannabis and
phencyclidine) all are linked, one way or another, to this
mesolimbic dopamine system. Although these different
drugs might act initially on different receptor sites in
the brain, ultimately they all act (directly or indirectly)
on the mesolimbic dopamine system to exert reward
[77,90].

The evidence that blockade of dopamine neurotrans-
mission in the ncleus accumbens interfered with themotiv-
ation to seek rewards prompted Wise [89] to propose the
‘anhedonia’ hypothesis that dopamine mediates the plea-
sure produced by drugs that compulsive drug users seek.
However, Wise himself retracted, shortly after, the notion
that dopamine blockade reduces pleasure, and he replaced
the anhedonia hypothesis with an incentive-based theory
of motivation, the ‘psychostimulant’ theory [77]. The key
aspect of that theory is that the mesolimbic dopamine
system has a key role in mediating the ‘approach’ response
elicited by drugs in addition to natural rewards. In other
words, a feeling of pleasure is not necessarily experienced
when dopamine is released; mesolimbic dopamine
strengthens the approach response and motivational arou-
sal elicited by rewards, which are clearly associated with
pleasure. Nonetheless, this notion that dopamine is the
‘pleasure’ neurotransmitter of the brain has had an insur-
mountable appeal; it seems to continue to linger until
today in various media reports. Even the more recent
functional neuroimaging work in humans that address
the reward mechanisms mediated by the nucleus accum-
bens often discuss the role of dopamine in this region in a
manner that is hardly distinguishable from the notions of
pleasure.

Later research showed that the process of reward can be
further subdivided into (i) a ‘wanting’ component, which
makes rewards attractive and wanted and which triggers
‘approach’ and pursuit of the reward; and (ii) a ‘liking’
component, which involves feeling of pleasure [91].
Although there seem to be additional systems in the brain
(which remain unidentified) that mediate the liking or
pleasure component, the mesolimbic dopamine system is
crucial for specifically this wanting component of the
reward. With repeated drug use, the mesolimbic dopamine
projections to the nucleus accumbens become sensitized
and eventually lead to excessive incentive salience attribu-
tion to the drugs and drug-related stimuli, which activate
this neural circuitry, thus, making them highly attractive
and pathologically wanted [4].

Additional research explored other elements of the
neural circuitry involved in the motivation to seek drugs,
such as the amygdala and its anatomical connections with
the ventral striatum [3,92]. Although these early animal
studies did implicate the prefrontal cortex in addictive
processes [3,92], this role was not emphasized until sub-
sequent human studies came along, which showed a link
between abnormalities in the activity of the orbitofrontal
region and addiction to cocaine [93–97]. Nonetheless, this
earlier work has led to the proposal of several influential
models of addiction, indicating that addiction might be
related to two processes [84,85,98,99]. One process
relates to abnormal activity in the extended amygdala
system, thereby resulting in exaggerated processing of
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the incentive values of drug-related stimuli. The other
process relates to abnormal activity of the prefrontal cortex
system necessary for inhibiting the substance-seeking
action associated with immediate reward.

More than twenty-five years have passed and the
original conclusion that manipulations of the mesolimbic
dopamine system, and specifically the projection to the
ventral striatum (which includes the nucleus accumbens),
influence the motivation to seek rewards remains valid
[3,87]. Although functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) approaches cannot technically address dopamine,
the fact is that the neural regions receiving these dopamine
projections (i.e. the ventral striatum, which includes the
nucleus accumbens) are now implicated in a variety of
reward processes. These include video games, viewing of
sexual materials and monetary rewards, to name a few.
These findings validate a large body of evidence that
employed a variety of elecrophysiological, microdialysis
or voltammetric techniques that accumulated over
twenty-five years of research and concluded that the meso-
limbic dopamine projection to nucleus accumbens plays a
key part in reward processes.

In summary, a large literature has examined the neu-
robiological substrates of addiction with the goal of devel-
oping pharmacological and psychological treatments that
are targeted at specific neural systems. Studies using
animal models have emphasized the role of subcortical
systems, such as the amygdala, nucleus accumbens and
the mesolimbic dopamine system, in addiction to drugs of
abuse (for review, see Refs [4,77,82–85]). These studies
have tended to focus on externally observable aspects of
addiction (i.e. they are based upon observation of a simple
set of drug self-administration behaviors). By contrast,
functional imaging studies of human drug abusers, which
have tended to focus on the inner experience of subjects as
they are exposed to drug-related stimuli (i.e. cue-induced
drug urges), have revealed activation in cortical systems
including the anterior cingulate cortex, the orbitofrontal
and/or ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the insula
(Table 1). From the decades of animal and human research
on addiction it is clear that both incentives and internal
states (e.g. withdrawal) jointly determine themotivation to
seek drugs. Incentive stimuli generate motivation in the
animal (or human) and instigate approach responses in
relation to themselves. However, internal factors associ-
ated with deprivation states (such as withdrawal) are
viewed as a ‘gate’ that determines how effective the incen-
tive input is in exciting the motivational circuits that ‘pull’
and ‘steer’ the animal (or human) towards the appropriate
goal object. Although decades of research have focused on
the neural substrates subserving the incentive motiva-
tional component of drugs, very little research, even in
animals, has addressed the brain mechanisms by which
deprivation states, such as drug withdrawal, might inter-
act with the neural circuitry mediating drug incentives. In
humans, the importance of these physiological states in
modulating the incentive to take drugs and understanding
their underlying neural mechanisms have begun to attract
attention (for review, see Ref. [7]). The role that we propose
for the insula in addiction is consistent with the basic
predictions of these influential models of addiction.
The role of interoception in addiction
Although the dopamine system clearly has an important
role in addiction to drugs of abuse, drug use does more for
the addicted individual than merely providing a means of
releasing dopamine in the brain. Drug use involves a
complex set of rituals imbued with emotional meaning
(both positive and negative) for the addicted individual.

Nearly all drug-use rituals have highly salient and
distinctive effects on the body that are likely to contribute
to their emotional meaning. For example, snorting cocaine
elicits a bitter taste, a harsh sensation in the nose and
throat, and increases in heart rate and blood pressure that
are mediated by sympathomimetic effects. Alcoholic bev-
erages all have strong tastes and oropharyngeal sensory
effects, in addition to autonomic effects. Use of intravenous
drugs, such as heroin, involves violating the body envelope
with a needle. Cigarette smoking elicits a myriad of effects
on the body, including changes in autonomic function that
are mediated by the autonomic actions of nicotine and
effects on the upper airway that are felt with every puff.
Smoking marijuana also has airway sensory and auto-
nomic effects. In addition to the bodily effects of taking
drugs, discontinuing the use of many drugs can lead to
withdrawal syndromes with characteristic autonomic
effects. What ties these bodily effects of drug use and
withdrawal together is that they all have interoceptive
properties, such that they stimulate sensory pathways that
function under normal conditions to signal events that
have potential effects on homeostasis.

The centrality of interoceptive processes in addiction
has been well established for the deadliest and most
common of the addictions: addiction to cigarette smoking.
Several studies have focused on the role of airway stimu-
lation in smoking addiction [100,101]. They have shown,
for example, that cigarette smoke has potent airway sen-
sory properties that are due, in large measure, to the
effects of nicotine upon vagal, glossopharyngeal and tri-
geminal afferents in the pharynx and upper airway. These
airway sensory effects are experienced as pleasurable and
are highly effective at reducing the urge to smoke [102–

104]. Importantly, it seems that airway sensory effects of
smoking are more effective at reducing urges to smoke
than are the pharmacologic effects of nicotine [104–106].
Furthermore, blocking airway sensation significantly
reduces the pleasure and satiety obtained from smoking
[107,108]. The airway sensory effects of smoking have been
extensively researched and manipulated by the tobacco
industry to maximize ‘flavor’ and ‘impact’ to promote brand
loyalty [109](http://tobaccodocuments.org/rjr/500917506-
7534.html; http://tobaccodocuments.org/rjr/505098655-
8663.html). The primacy of airway sensation in smoking
pleasure and satisfaction might be the reason why nicotine
replacement, the current first-line therapy for smoking
addiction, is only moderately effective at promoting absti-
nence [110,111]. This idea has led to the development of
novel treatments for smoking addiction, such as denicoti-
nized cigarettes and irritant inhalers, that are designed to
simulate the airway effects of smoking without delivering
nicotine to the brain. Such treatments have been shown in
clinical trials to be effective adjuncts to nicotine replace-
ment for promoting abstinence and preventing relapse, at
5
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Figure 1. A schematic model of how the interoceptive functions of the insula contribute to the motivation to use drugs. (a) The insula represents the interoceptive effects of

drug-use rituals. This gives rise to a specific subjective quality of the drug-use ritual, which includes conscious appreciation of interoceptive effects in addition to pleasure

and satiety (i.e. reward). Dopamine (DA) release, stimulated by the central effects of the drug, might modulate the reward derived from the interoceptive effects of drug use

and also drives the learning process by which these effects become both pleasurable and desirable. (b) Exposure to environmental cues (e.g. the sight of drug

paraphernalia) reactivates representations of the interoceptive effects of the drug-use ritual via the VMPFC and the amygdala. This gives rise to a subjective feeling of

conscious urge that is rooted in a memory for these the interoceptive effects. This representation feeds into the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), which plays a part in initiating
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least in the short term [103]. Importantly, airway sen-
sations stimulated by inhalation of irritant substances
are signaled in the insula [49].

Proposed role for the insula in addiction
Evidence points toward a crucial role for the insula in
conscious drug urges and in translating interoceptive sig-
nals into conscious feelings and behavioral biases during
decision making that involves uncertain risk and reward.
Although nearly all drugs of abuse exert interoceptive
effects that impart distinct subjective qualities to drug-
use rituals, very little attention has been paid to the role of
the insula in these effects. Thus, the question arises as to
whether the insula has a role in representing the inter-
oceptive effects of drug use and whether this representa-
tion contributes in someway to the subjective experience of
drug use, conscious urges to take drugs and to the decision
to take drugs in the face of negative consequences.

Based on the evidence presented thus far, we propose
that the insula is a key neural structure for representing
the interoceptive effects of drug use. These include the
airway sensory and autonomic effects of cigarette smoking,
the taste of alcohol, the sympathomimetic effects of cocaine
and the pain of intravenous injection, among others. All of
these stimuli engage interoceptive pathways and are
transmitted to the brain via specific peripheral, spinal
and brainstem pathways that reach the insula via specific
interoceptive thalamic relays. The mapping of the inter-
oceptive effects of drug use within the insula constitutes a
necessary neural processing step that gives rise to the
conscious appreciation of these effects. The subjective
pleasure that is derived from the interoceptive effects of
drug use, which is different from mere conscious appreci-
ation of these effects, is likely to depend upon downstream
regions, but the identities of these regions remain unclear.
Nonetheless, regions such as the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (VMPFC) and amygdala have been implicated in
processing the reward value of various stimuli, including
interoceptive stimuli [112,113], which implies that these
regions might play a part in the conscious appreciation of
pleasure. This pleasure might be modulated by dopamine
release within these areas, which itself is elicited by the
direct central nervous system (CNS) effects of the drug
(Figure 1a).

Over time, as addiction increases, stimuli within the
environment that are associated with drug use become
powerful incentives, initiating both automatic (i.e. implicit)
motivational processes that drive ongoing drug use and
relapse in addition to conscious (i.e. explicit) feelings of
urge to take drugs.We suggest that the insula has a crucial
role in conscious cue-induced urges. It does so by encoding
a representation of the interoceptive effects of drug use
that become activated when an addicted individual is
exposed to environmental drug cues, such as the sight of
another person engaging in the drug-use ritual. Cue-
and invigorating motivated actions or reward seeking. In concert with the dorsolatera

specific goals in mind, this process gives rise to a goal-directed action to initiate the sp

within the insula. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) plays a part in conscious feelings

with representations of objects in the environment that triggered these states and by

signals related to drug withdrawal might also modulate these processes via the insula
induced urges are to be distinguished from withdrawal
urges, which are conscious urges that arise from homeo-
static processes related to the absence of drug in the body.
Withdrawal urges might also depend on the insula and
might actually interact with cue-induced urges in ways
that we describe later. Other regions that have a role in
this process include the VMPFC and the amygdala, which
receive information about the presence of drug cues in the
environment or about thoughts of drug use and activate
internal representations of drug-related bodily states in
the insula (Figure 1b). This process might give rise to a
distinct subjective feeling of urge that is tied to a memory
for the interoceptive effects of the drug-use ritual. This
would explain why the urge to smoke a cigarette feels
different from the urge to snort cocaine, which itself feels
different from the urge to smoke cocaine; each is rooted in
distinct interoceptive effects, even though they all have
similar direct CNS effects (i.e. facilitation of dopamine
release). Upon activation, this internal representation
magnifies the incentive value of a specific goal (e.g. smok-
ing a cigarette) that has specific interoceptive effects (e.g.
airway sensations) that have been experienced in the past
as rewarding. It does so through excitatory projections of
the insula to regions that are involved in initiating and
invigoratingmotivated actions, such as the nucleus accum-
bens [13]. It also focuses attention on this goal by acting in
concert with regions that are involved in maintaining
specific goals ‘in mind’, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex [114]. Through this process, the thoughts, feelings
and actions elicited by drug cues come to be ‘about’ enga-
ging in a specific drug-use ritual. At the same time, several
cognitive factors might modulate the intensity of urge,
such as the availability of drugs and the potential conflict
between taking the drug and competing goals that require
abstinence (e.g. avoiding negative consequences or sitting
still in a brain scanner). This might depend on neural
systems that function in monitoring and resolving conflict,
such as the anterior cingulate cortex [115–117] (Figure 1b).
Homeostatic disturbances, such as those induced by drug
withdrawal, also have the capacity to intensify the acti-
vation of the interoceptive representations within the
insula, thereby exaggerating further the incentive value
of a specific goal.

Both the pleasure obtained from the interoceptive
effects of drug use and cue-induced urges are learned
emotional states. Many of the interoceptive effects of drug
use, such as the airway sensory effects of smoking, are
inherently unpleasant sensations that normally act to
signal potential damage to the body. With repeated experi-
ence of the drug-use ritual, these very same sensations
become a source of pleasure and satiety and, in our model,
a goal that is brought to mind by exposure to drug cues. We
hypothesize that interoceptive effects of drug use gain
value through a learning process that involves dopa-
mine-dependent neural plasticity within the insula and
l prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which focuses attention and holds representations of

ecific drug-use ritual, the interoceptive effects of which are currently represented

of urge both by integrating representations of interoceptive states within the insula

monitoring conflict between drug use and other, competing goals. Physiological

.
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related areas, such as the VMPFC and the amygdala. This
learning process has a twofold effect: (i) it ‘switches’ the
hedonic value of the interoceptive effects of drug use from
negative to positive and (ii) it forms associations between
representations of these interoceptive effects and repres-
entations of objects and events that predict their occur-
rence. This plasticity, which occurs through biochemical
and structural changes within the insula and the VMPFC,
leads to the laying down of a highly stable representation of
the interoceptive effects of drug use, such that addicted
individuals are always at risk of relapse even many years
after quitting. Evidence for this plasticity lies in the fact
that acute cocaine administration induces immediate-
early gene expression in the VMPFC and insula in non-
human primates [118] and that chronic cocaine abuse is
associated with structural changes in the insula and the
VMPFC [9]. Disruption of insula function might reverse
this learning process causing the interoceptive effects of
drug use to revert to their unlearned, aversive hedonic
value and causing drug-associated cues in the environment
to lose their ability to evoke memories of the interoceptive
effects of drug use. This would explain why one of our
patients who suffered from insula damage from a stroke (a
patient who smoked more than 2 packs per day for >20
years) reported that his ‘body forgot the urge to smoke’ and
that the mere idea of smoking, even in his dreams, became
disgusting [11].

Another way in which the interoceptive effects of drug
use might contribute to the urge to take drugs is during
drug withdrawal. Long-term use of most drugs of abuse
results in adaptations in multiple neural, endocrine and
visceral systems that are expressed when drug use is
discontinued. In the case of alcohol, for example, cessation
of long-term use results in tachycardia, hypertension,
sweating, tremor and then, if left untreated, delirium,
seizures and even death. The physiological state of with-
drawal is usually short-lived, lasting days to weeks. Sub-
jectively, withdrawal is associated with dysphoria, along
with an intense urge to take the drug. Withdrawal urges
might be seen as a subjective need to alleviate the dys-
phoria [75]. The insula might function to translate the
physiological state of withdrawal, with all of its interocep-
tive components, into subjective dysphoria.

The interoceptive effects of drug use are not only experi-
enced subjectively; they might also contribute to decision-
making processes in which the consequences of drug use
and abstinence are weighed against each other. Such
decision-making processes might be particularly relevant
during relapse. When a drug-addicted individual is faced
with a stimulus or a thought that elicits a desire to take the
drug, this desire, which is represented in the insula in
interoceptive terms, must be weighed against explicit
knowledge about the aversive medical, legal, economic
and social consequences of drug use. We have previously
proposed [119] that the VMPFC and insular system has a
role in ‘marking’ the potential negative consequences of
drug use in interoceptive (i.e. emotional) terms. The con-
templation of relapse, then, can be thought of as weighing
representations of the pleasurable interoceptive effects of
drug use against the negative interoceptive effects of drug
use by the VMPFC and insula system. Several factors
8

conspire to tip this process in the favor of drug use: first,
because representations of the pleasurable interoceptive
effects of drug use within the insula magnify the incentive
value of drug use behaviors, they have a strong input to the
nucleus accumbens and can, therefore, pull or steer de-
cisions more strongly than representations of the negative
effects of drug use. Second, whereas the pleasurable con-
sequences of drug use are immediate and certain, the
negative consequences of drug use tend to be delayed
and uncertain, which tends to discount their influence
on decision making [120]. Third, substance abusers have
a ‘myopia’ for the future negative consequences of their
actions, which is evidenced by the finding that substance
abusers have impairments in decision making under con-
ditions of uncertain risk and reward, similar to patients
with VMPFC lesions [121–123]. The end result is a
decision-making process that is more likely to lead to
relapse than to continued abstinence.

In essence, activation of interoceptive representations
through the insula can, on the one hand, sensitize the
motivational circuits that pull and steer the animal (or
human) towards the appropriate goal object (i.e. the
nucleus accumbens and associated mesolimbic dopamine
system). On the other hand, the insula activation might
impact the prefrontal cortex functions so that it can sub-
vert attention, reasoning, planning and decision-making
processes to formulate plans for action to seek and procure
drugs [12]. Put differently, these interoceptive representa-
tions have the capacity to ‘hijack’ the cognitive resources
necessary for exerting inhibitory control to resist drug use
[119].

It is important to note that the representation of inter-
oceptive information through the insula might drive an
intensemotivation not only to seek reward but also to avoid
punishment. As mentioned earlier, evidence shows that
the insula has a role in the emotional experience of pain.
Thus, intensifying the motivation to avoid painful stimuli
can be accomplished through excitatory projections from
the insula to regions that are involved in initiating and
invigorating aversive motivated actions, such as the more
posterior regions of the striatum. This formulation can be
supported by more recent functional neuroimaging evi-
dence [124–126] indicating that both the insula and more
posterior areas of the striatum play a part in aversive
motivational learning.

Future directions
Since our initial finding on the effects of insula lesions on
smoking addiction, several authors have suggested that
the interoceptive functions of the insula might be import-
ant for addiction [7,12,127], although they have only dis-
cussed these functions in general terms. Here, we propose
a specificmodel in which interoceptive (i.e. bodily) effects of
drug-use rituals are encoded by the insula and are inte-
grated into explicit motivational processes that promote
addiction, such as conscious urges and the decision to
relapse. We also address the role of learning and the
dopamine system in these processes.

Much of this model remains to be substantiated through
direct experimentation. Future experiments might use
functional brain imaging to examine the neural systems
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that are engaged by the interoceptive effects of drug use
because these are distinct from the CNS effects of drug use.
Doing so will require tools to isolate the interoceptive
effects of drug use from the CNS effects of drug use, such
as denicotinized cigarettes and drug analogs and
antagonists that do not cross the blood–brain barrier. Such
tools can be combined with functional imaging to probe the
neural systems that become engaged when addicted and
non-addicted individuals are exposed to the interoceptive
effects of drug use. These systems might also be probed by
animal models that explicitly address the interoceptive
effects of drug use. In addition, future experiments might
address the neural systems that derive pleasure from the
interoceptive effects of drug use, how memories for these
interoceptive effects are formed and recalled, and how
these processes contribute to conscious urges and the
decision to relapse. Additional experiments might examine
the role of the CNS effects of drug use (i.e. dopamine
release) in modulating these processes.

Given that insula lesions seem to disrupt the smoking
addiction, the question arises as to whether insula lesions
also disrupt other forms of addiction. Evidence from rats
indicates that insula lesionsmight also disrupt addiction to
amphetamines [12], but future studies might address this
question in humans. Furthermore, because there is an
overlap between the neural systems that subserve drug
motivation and those that subserve natural motivational
functions, the question arises as to whether disruption of
insula function would also interfere with natural motiv-
ated behaviors. Our preliminary results [11] showed that
unilateral insula damage that disrupts smoking addiction
does not grossly interfere with the motivation to eat. This
might be owing to the fact that the motivation to eat, given
its crucial importance for survival, is mediated by multiple
redundant neural systems. It might also be owing to the
fact that the insula is more important for driving behaviors
that become pleasurable through learning, as opposed to
behaviors such as eating that are innately pleasurable.
This raises the question, then, of whether insula damage
would interfere with motivational functions that are less
essential for survival, such as sex, or for motivational
functions related to certain learned pleasures, such as
drinking coffee or eating chocolate (i.e. acquired tastes).

The model we present here points to the insula (and the
cognitive functions it subserves) as potential targets for
therapies for addiction. We have shown in cigarette smo-
kers how damage to the insula can disrupt an addictive
behavior. An obvious implication of this finding is that
manipulation of insula function might be an effective
therapy for addiction. Although surgically lesioning the
insula would not be a viable therapy, less invasive manip-
ulations of insula function, such as repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation or deep brain stimulation, might be
effective at disrupting addictive behavior. In addition, the
insula, with its complex chemoarchitecture, is rich in
targets for pharmacological interventions. Cognitive and
behavioral therapies focused on internal representations of
the interoceptive effects of drug use that are activated
during conscious urges might also be effective treatments
for addiction. Sensory ‘replacements’ for drug-use rituals,
such as denicotinized cigarettes, are already known to be
effective treatments [103,128]. All of these psychological
interventions might act synergistically with medications
that are targeted at the insula. Additionally, functional
imaging techniques, coupled with probes of drug-related
interoceptive function, might be used to monitor the
activity of the insula to track the progress of therapies
for addiction.
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